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Fans of "The Spiderwick Chronicles" can create their
own magnificent field guide with this carry-along
coloring kit that comes with eight crayons, stickers,
and a 80-page tablet. Consumable.
Jared, his twin brother Simon and their sister Mallory
escape from trolls who are after a book that reveals
the world of the fairies.
Use vocabulary cartoons to boost students' reading,
writing, and test-taking skills.
'A twenty-six letter menagerie!'
Deep in the forest, magic is waiting . . . Sparkling
with frost and magic, Shadows of Winterspell will
sweep you up in a world of friendship and magic, to
uncover family secrets and find out who you really
are. Stella has been living behind the magic of the
forest for most of her life. Lonely, she enrolls at the
local school, and as she begins to make friends, she
discovers that she is even more different than she
thought. But as autumn turns to magical winter,
Stella realizes that uncovering her own family secret
is the only way to release the forest from the grip of
a dark and old magic. A wintery magical adventure
from the critically-acclaimed Amy Wilson, author of A
Girl Called Owl.
Playing an endless make-believe game about
pirates, mermaids and warriors under the rule of a
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formidable Great Queen china doll, best friends
Zach, Poppy and Alice find their bond tested when
Zach is compelled to give up their shared adventures
and Poppy begins having dreams about the doll. By
the co-author of the best-selling Spiderwick
Chronicles.
A guide from the International Sprite League on how
to recognize true sprites, how to catch them, and
how to care for them and keep them happy.
Raised underground by a robot, twelve-year-old Eva
Nine finally finds all she ever wanted in the human
colony of New Attica, but something very bad is
going on there and unless Eva and her friends stop
it, it could mean the end of life on Orbona.
When Mallory and Jared attempt to rescue Simon from
goblins, they use a magical stone which enables them to
see things that are normally invisible.
DiTerlizzi and Black receive a letter from three children
who claim to know a lot about real faeries. One
particularly thrilling part of their tale is recounted here
along with a story that wasn't discovered until after the
original Spiderwick books had been published.
Over 13 million people have read the #1 New York
Times bestseller Wonder and have fallen in love with
Auggie Pullman, an ordinary boy with an extraordinary
face. And don't miss R.J. Palacio's highly anticipated
new novel, Pony, available now! Auggie & Me gives
readers a special look at Auggie’s world through three
new points of view. These stories are an extra peek at
Auggie before he started at Beecher Prep and during his
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first year there. Readers get to see him through the eyes
of Julian, the bully; Christopher, Auggie’s oldest friend;
and Charlotte, Auggie’s new friend at school. Together,
these three stories are a treasure for readers who don’t
want to leave Auggie behind when they finish Wonder.
Discover the dark and seductive realm of faerie in the
first book of New York Times bestseller Holly Black’s
critically acclaimed Modern Faerie Tales series, where
one girl must save herself from the sinister magic of the
fey courts, and protect her heart in the process. Sixteenyear-old Kaye is a modern nomad. Fierce and
independent, she drifts from place to place with her
mother’s rock band until an ominous attack forces them
back to Kaye’s childhood home. But Kaye’s life takes
another turn when she stumbles upon an injured faerie
knight in the woods. Kaye has always been able to see
faeries where others could not, and she chooses to save
the strange young man instead of leaving him to die. But
this fateful choice will have more dire consequences than
she could ever predict, as Kaye soon finds herself the
unwilling pawn in an ancient and violent power struggle
between two rival faerie kingdoms—a struggle that could
very well mean her death.
After Mallory is kidnapped at her fencing meet, Jared
and Simon search for her near an old quarry and find
themselves amidst dwarves and goblins.
The original chapter books in the "Spikderwick
Chronicles" are now available with art from the feature
film adaptation from Paramount Pictures and
Nickelodeon Movies, scheduled for theatrical release on
February 15. Each edition features black-and-white
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illustrations and two full-color tips-ins.
Prepare to enter the magical world of The Spiderwick
Chronicles, the bestselling series from Tony DiTerlizzi
and Holly Black! Having only narrowly managed to
escape the clutches of the faerie world, the Grace
children, Jared, Simon and Mallory, return home to find it
has been ransacked by the evil creature Mulgarath in his
search for Arthur Spiderwick's Field Guide. Not only is
the precious guide now missing, so is the children's
mother... With the help of some friendly faces in the
magical world, the children now have to work out how to
find Mulgarath, the guide and, most importantly, save
their mother from the faerie world before it's too late...
Field guide: When the Grace children go to stay at their
Great Aunt Lucinda's worn Victorian house, they
discover a field guide to fairies and other creatures and
begin to have some unusual experiences. Seeing stone:
When Mallory and Jared attempt to rescue Simon from
goblins, they use a magical stone which enables them to
see things that are normally invisible.
Prepare to enter the magical world of The Spiderwick
Chronicles, the bestselling series from Tony DiTerlizzi and
Holly Black! Now reissued in beautiful hardback editions,
perfect for fans of the series as well as a new generation of
readers. With the disappearance of Arthur Spiderwick's Field
Guide, the Grace children were hoping the faerie world would
finally leave them alone. But then a pack of smelly goblins
snatch Simon and a band of elves try to entrap Jared and it's
clear that the magical creatures are still keeping an eye on
the three siblings. So when the children notice unusual
activity near the abandoned quarry just outside of town, they
decide to investigate only to discover a creature with plans to
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rule the faerie world ... whatever the cost ...
Talk about out of the frying pan, into the fire! I was pretty sure
that my freaky stepsister and that freaky field guide of hers
would ruin my life. But now it looks like they're going to ruin all
of Florida, too! Okay, maybe that's not fair. Maybe all these
stupid giants would be waking up anyway, but if it wasn't for
her and that book, I'd be home playing video games and this
would be someone else's giant problem!
Holly Black’s acclaimed Modern Faerie Tales series is now
available in this special bind-up edition featuring all three
books! Sixteen-year-old Kaye is a modern nomad. Fierce and
independent, she travels from city to city with her mother’s
rock band until an ominous attack forces Kaye back to her
childhood home. There, amid the industrial, blue-collar New
Jersey backdrop, Kaye soon finds herself as an unwilling
pawn in an ancient power struggle between two rival faerie
kingdoms—a struggle that could very well mean her death.
This special bind-up edition includes Tithe, Valiant, and
Ironside.
Meet the boggarts, changelings, pixies, goblins and other
creatures of Arthur Spiderwick's magical, fantastical world.
From clever and informative introductory sections explaining
essential preparations for your own faerie investigations and
faerie world basics, to 6 exhaustive sections featuring 31
fabulous faerie species, to an addendum created by Jared
Grace, the long-awaited companion to the Spiderwick
Chronicles is sure to please any fan of the popular series.-Something strange is going on in the old Spiderwick
Mansion.... Join Jared, Simon, and Mallory Grace as they
explore Arthur Spiderwick's world of fantastical creatures and
try to save his field guide from the evil ogre Mulgarath! Recreate scenes from the movie, or invent your own in this book
with more than sixty stickers!
When the Grace children go to stay at their Great Aunt
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Lucinda's worn Victorian house, they discover a field guide to
fairies and other creatures and begin to have some unusual
experiences.
Book 2 of The Spiderwick Chronicles in which Mallory, Simon
and Jared ask many questions and discover the fate of the
missing cat. The Grace kids are just beginning to get used to
Aunt Lucinda's strange old mansion when Simon suddenly
disappears. At first Mallory thinks the twins are pulling some
kind of prank, but when it becomes obvious that he's been
snatched by goblins, Jared and his sister, Mallory, have to
rely on the help of a mischievous house boggart, a nasty
bridge troll, not to mention a loudmouthed hobgoblin, to get
Simon back (and uncover why he was snatched in the first
place). With the aid of a seeing stone the true nature of the
secret world around them is now revealed. It's important the
Grace kids tell their story but the faeries will do everything to
stop them...
A girl makes a secret sacrifice to the faerie king in this lush
New York Times bestselling fantasy by author Holly Black In
the woods is a glass coffin. It rests on the ground, and in it
sleeps a boy with horns on his head and ears as pointed as
knives.... Hazel and her brother, Ben, live in Fairfold, where
humans and the Folk exist side by side. Since they were
children, Hazel and Ben have been telling each other stories
about the boy in the glass coffin, that he is a prince and they
are valiant knights, pretending their prince would be different
from the other faeries, the ones who made cruel bargains,
lurked in the shadows of trees, and doomed tourists. But as
Hazel grows up, she puts aside those stories. Hazel knows
the horned boy will never wake. Until one day, he does.... As
the world turns upside down, Hazel has to become the knight
she once pretended to be. The Darkest Part of the Forest is
bestselling author Holly Black's triumphant return to the
opulent, enchanting faerie tales that launched her YA career.
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The Grace children turn to Great-Aunt Lucinda for help in this
repackage of the third book in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Spiderwick Chronicles. As if being attacked by
goblins and a bridge troll weren’t enough, Jared is now being
targeted by Thimbletack. Simon is keeping an injured and
very hungry griffin hidden in the carriage house. And Mallory
is convinced the only way to get things back to normal is to
get rid of the Guide. But that doesn’t seem to be an option.
With more creatures from Arthur Spiderwick’s Field Guide to
the Fantastical World Around You popping up, the Guide
seems to be the only protection the Grace kids have. But why
do the faeries want it so badly? There’s only one person to
go to for answers—crazy, old Aunt Lucinda! In honor of the
tenth anniversary of the #1 New York Times bestselling
Spiderwick Chronicles series, which has more than 12 million
copies in print worldwide, this edition of Lucinda’s Secret
features a larger trim size and an original cover with all-new
art from Tony DiTerlizzi.
Everyone remembers their secret imaginary world…but what if
you discovered that yours was real? When Arthur and Rose
were little, they were the heroes of Roar, a magical world they
invented where the wildest creations of their imaginations
roamed. Now that they’re eleven, Roar is just a distant
memory. But it hasn’t forgotten them. When their grandfather
is spirited away into Roar by the villain who still haunts their
nightmares, Arthur and Rose must go back to the world
they’d almost left behind. And when they get there, they
discover that Grandad isn’t the only one who needs their
help. This enchanting, action-packed novel is perfect for
readers who’ve always dreamed of exploring Narnia and
Neverland.
Experience the fantastical with this complete deluxe,
hardcover collection of the #1 New York Times bestselling
Spiderwick Chronicles series. Join twins Jared and Simon
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and their older sister, Mallory, as they discover the fantastical
world of Spiderwick. This complete hardcover set of The
Spiderwick Chronicles includes The Field Guide, The Seeing
Stone, Lucinda’s Secret, The Ironwood Tree, and The Wrath
of Mulgrath. Each hardcover in this boxed set of the #1 New
York Times bestselling Spiderwick Chronicles series, which
has more than 12 million copies in print worldwide, features a
larger trim size and an original jacketed cover with all-new art
from Tony DiTerlizzi.
When a beloved ornament breaks, will it ruin the holidays or
save them? New York Times bestselling author and Caldecott
Honor–winning illustrator Tony DiTerlizzi offers a brand-new
Christmas story that is sure to be a holiday classic. Jack
wants this to be the best Christmas ever, and he knows just
how to make it happen… More! More lights, more presents,
more cookies, more treats. More. More. More! So, when Jack
breaks a dusty old ornament, he’s not sure why his mom is
so upset. They can always get more ornaments, so what’s
the big deal? Turns out the ornament was an heirloom,
precious for more reasons than one. And Jack has a lot to
learn about the true meaning of Christmas. A fairy emerges
from the shattered ornament. She has the power to make the
most magical Christmasy things happen. Suddenly trees are
sprouting, reindeer are flying, and snowmen are snowball
fighting. All of it is so perfect, or it would be if she could fix
Mom’s ornament. But she can’t. So it’s up to Jack to make
some Christmas magic of his own.
Book-loving Kenny the rabbit has few friends in his farming
community, so when one, bookstore owner George, is sent to
kill another, gentle dragon Grahame, Kenny must find a way
to prevent their battle while satisfying the dragon-crazed
townspeople.
A magical book about cats and kittens for young readers to
treasure. A perfect book for any child interested in cats and
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kittens, this is a friendly introduction to the world of cat breeds
and kitten behavior. Children will learn all about their favorite
cat breeds, such as the Ragdoll or Persian, and how baby
kittens learn through play. Colorful images, fun facts, and bitesize chunks of information make this a must for kids with a
passion for cats.
Presents an introduction to the faerie world, examples of thirtyone faerie species such as boggarts, goblins, sprites and
pixies, and instructions on how to prepare for faerie
investigations.
Eva Nine was raised by the robot Muthr. But when a
marauder destroys the underground sanctuary she called
home, twelve-year-old Eva is forced to flee aboveground. Eva
Nine is searching for anyone else like her. She knows that
other humans exist because of a very special item she
treasures ~ a scrap of cardboard on which is depicted a
young girl, an adult, and a robot along with the strange word
"WondLa". Tony DiTerlizzi honours traditional children's
literature in this totally original space age adventure: one that
is as complex as an alien planet, but as simple as a child's
wish for a place to belong.

The Spiderwick Chronicles leave the old-fashioned
charm of New England far behind and head south for
some fiendish faerie fun in the hot Florida sun. Elevenyear-old Nicholas Vargas only thinks his life has been
turned upside down after his developer father remarries
and moves his new wife and daughter into the soon-tobe completed Mangrove Hollow. But an "expedition" to a
nearby lake turns up a little nixie with a giant problem the huge, lumbering, fire-breathing variety - and it's up to
Nick; his stepsister, Laurie; and his big brother, Julian
(plus a familiar face from the original Spiderwick
Chronicles) to figure out the best way to stop a host of
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rampaging giants before all of Florida goes up in smoke.
The Coldest Girl in Coldtown is a wholly original story of
rage and revenge, of guilt and horror, and of love and
loathing from bestselling and acclaimed author Holly
Black. Tana lives in a world where walled cities called
Coldtowns exist. In them, quarantined monsters and
humans mingle in a decadently bloody mix of predator
and prey. The only problem is, once you pass through
Coldtown's gates, you can never leave. One morning,
after a perfectly ordinary party, Tana wakes up
surrounded by corpses. The only other survivors of this
massacre are her exasperatingly endearing ex-boyfriend,
infected and on the edge, and a mysterious boy
burdened with a terrible secret. Shaken and determined,
Tana enters a race against the clock to save the three of
them the only way she knows how: by going straight to
the wicked, opulent heart of Coldtown itself. The Coldest
Girl in Coldtown is a wholly original story of rage and
revenge, of guilt and horror, and of love and loathing
from bestselling and acclaimed author Holly Black.
Book 1 of The Spiderwick Chroniclesin which Mallory,
Simon and Jared get acquainted with their new home but
find many unexpected things. It all started when Jared
Grace found their great uncle's book, "Arthur
Spiderwick's Field Guide to the Fantastic World Around
You" and the Grace kids realise that they are not alone
in their new house. Now Mallory, Simon and Jared want
to tell their story but it seems the faeries will do
everything in their power to stop them... It's up to you to
spread the word about their discovery. But heed their
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all anti-faerie devices - and get ready to enter a world
that you never knew existed... It's closer than you think!
When Jimmy's mother won't let him have any Moon Pies
for a snack, he takes a trip to the moon to get some.
In Brooklyn, nine-year-old Jax joins Ma, a curmudgeonly
witch who lives in his building, on a quest to deliver three
baby dragons to a magical world, and along the way
discovers his true calling.
In the final installment of Beyond the Spiderwick
Chronicles, Nick and Laurie had thought they solved
their giant problems when they drove all the giants into
the sea. But now, the Grace kids have come back to tell
them they may have more trouble coming their way! It
turns out the giants control the population of Hydra, a
dragon like creature that is creating sinkholes all over
Florida. But with the mermaids refusing to return the
giants to the shore, the nixie's still missing and the threat
of a destroyed Florida drawing closer, the kids have to
take matters in their own hands. Will Nick and Laurie be
able to stop the destruction they unwittingly caused? Can
a new giant hunter help save the day? Can Arthur
Spiderwick's Field Guide help them out of this or are they
on their own? Find out in the final conclusion of the
Spiderwick saga!
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